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If you've ever wondered about the training to become a para-military assassin, or the challenge and emotions
of killing someone without color of flag or a clearly defined battle, then Heat Sync has your answers. H.T.
Thompson, whose father failed to shoot a man when he probably should have, is determined to do better at
defending America, but his evolution from SEALS to Personal Warfare (assassination) Training takes him
down a shadowed path no decent man should go. Once he's too involved to turn back, he's exploited to the
point that he either becomes his own victim or finds a way out – although no one ever gets out. Told through
the first-person narrative of a fiercely patriotic American, Heat Sync provides an insider's look and an
accurate history of America's use of assassination throughout history, from issuing Native Americans
smallpox-infected blankets to the first-strike use of chemical weapons in the first Gulf War Recruited from
SEALS to join Jaspers, a covert military force, Henry Thompson believes he’s training to assassinate foreign
threats to this country. Only after he graduates and gets his orders does he realize that his true mission is to
kill the President of the United States by using the White House access his girlfriend provides, and that he’s
already too boxed in by his handlers to refuse. Heat Sync is an exciting but non-traditional thriller that deeply
probes the emotions and psychology of a patriotic killer. Heat Sync takes you through the U.S. Assassination
School exposed by NEWSWEEK Magazine just prior to this novel's publication. This 2012 print edition has
been entirely revised and updated.
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From reader reviews:

Jean Spence:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world could share their idea.
Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their own reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only situation that share in the books. But also they write about advantage about
something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your kids, there are many
kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their skill in writing,
they also doing some investigation before they write on their book. One of them is this Heat Sync.

Shea Cross:

Reading a book for being new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you
examine a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your
knowledge, because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what
sorts of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your analysis, you can read education
books, but if you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, such us novel, comics, in addition
to soon. The Heat Sync provide you with new experience in examining a book.

Timothy Williams:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This particular Heat Sync can give you a lot of friends because
by you taking a look at this one book you have point that they don't and make an individual more like an
interesting person. This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great people. So , why hesitate? Let us have Heat Sync.

Mildred Vang:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information originating from a book. Book is written or printed or highlighted from each source in which
filled update of news. In this particular modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available
for you actually. From media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference
book, novel and comic. You can add your knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to
spread out your book? Or just searching for the Heat Sync when you needed it?
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